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On Rings that Are Sums of Two Subrings 
OTTO II. KE~EL 
If a ring has the form R == A f B, where .+I and B are subrings of R, 
one wonders what can be said about the structure of R if some information 
on the subrings ,;2 and B is at hand. ‘This problem was posed in [3, 41. In 
[2] it was shown that R is nilpotent if A and B are nilpotent. ‘The purpose 
of this note is to re-present the method of proof of this result, as it 
applies to more general situations, and thereby to generalize the results 
of [Z]. 
All rings considered are associative. 
&fore concentrating on rings of the form R = A ;- B, let us briefly 
discuss two concepts, much more restrictive than local nilpotency. 
DEFINITION. The ideul I is solvably (nilpotently) embedded in the ring R 
(ffoy every epimol,phism u ?f R such that I” f 0 there is an ideal J f 0 of R” 
wtltained in 1” such that J’ --_ 0 (R”J : JR” -= 0). The ring R is called sol- 
vable fwakly nilpotent) (f it is a solvably (nilpotently) embedded ideal of 
itself. 
It is obvious, from Levitzki’s theorem (cf. e.g. [I]) that a solvable (and 
thus also a weakly nilpotent) ring is locally nilpotent. 
WYth these two embedding properties there are two radicals associated. 
Their main properties will be stated without proofs, since these are pretty 
immediate from the above definitions: 
PROPOSITION (S). Let S’(R) be the sum of all solvably embedded ideals of R, 
theu 
(a) If the subring I c S(R) is an ideal of the subring T _C R, then I is solvably 
embedded ix T; 
(1,) S(R/S(R)) = 0; 
(c) S’(R) = intersection of all ideals Z of R with S(R/Z) = 0; 
(d) For every solvable subring T of R the subring S(R) + T is solvable. 
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I'ROPOSITIOS (K). Let I\-(R) be the sum of all nilpotently embedded ideals 
of R, then 
(a) If the subring I E :1’(R) is an ideal of the subring 7’~ R, then I is nil- 
potently embedded in T; 
(I>) X(Rj;\-(R)) = 0; 
(c) I\‘(R) = intersection of all ideals r of R with iV(R/I) 0; 
(d) For every weakly nilpotent subring 7’ qf R the subring X(R) -~ T is 
weak/y ni@otetlt. 
These definitions and properties-obviously copied from the correspond- 
irtg ones in group theory-make no use of the associativitv of the multiplica- 
tion in R (nor do their proofs), hut it seems to be an open question as to how 
f;tr Theorems I and 2 below extend to nonassociative rings (cf. also [2]). 
DEFINITIOK. The upper annihilator chair! C$ the ring R is defined by 
X,(R) =- (3 E R; ZR =: Kc = 0;; 
[V>,(H) U 1’1;,( R) for limit ovditlals h; 
1’ i 
The upper annihilator chain of R becomes stationary exactly with the 
term N(R), which therefore might well be called the hyperannihilator of R. 
With these notions and properties we can now prove 
THEOREM 1. For any I-iug tif the ,fom R = A + I! one has 
>%‘(A) X(B) = nr(B) X(A) = 0 mod S(R). 
Thus, the subring 5’ :z {N(A), R(B)) . zs so aa I 61 e, ana’ it is eve?2 weakly nilpotent 
mod S(R). 
Pro$. By Proposition (S) (h), we may assume S(R) = 0. Consider pairs 
of ordinal numhers with the “natural” partial order: (u, T) < (a, /3) if and 
only if u -< a: and 7 .< /3. Non, let the pair (OL, /3) he minimal in this partial 
ordering such that N,(A) N,j(B) + 0. This means X0(A) N,(B) = 0 for 
every pair (0, 7) < (N, /3); and from the definition of the terms of the upper 
annihilator chain it is clear that neither n: nor ,El could be a limit ordinal. 
Consider now the subgroup I of the additive group R+, generated by the 
elements 
Tabr,; \n-ith a E ATE(A), b t N,!(B), and Y, r1 are either integers or elements 
of R. 
Obviously, I is an ideal of R. The ideal Iz of R is additively generated by 
the elements 
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rubv,a,b,r,; 0, a1 E N,(A), b, h, E N,,(B), Y, Y1 , yz are either integers or 
elements of R. 
By the form of R, the element br,a, has a presentation of the form 
br,a, = CZ + b w?-ith ci E A, 6 E B. 
But now, nn E Nx--l(A), 6bb, E IV,~_,(B); and by the choice of (01, /3) we ha\-e 
raab,~, = 0 = r&b,r, . TI IUS I2 = 0, which contradicts the assumption 
S(R) = 0. This contradiction means that there is no such pair of 
ordinals, and hence N(il) N(L3) = 0. By the symmetric argument we get 
.V(B) N(.-l) : 0. The rest is obvious. 
Remark. The same argument may be phrased in a slightly different \\-a\ 
so as to yield the nilpotency of S,, = {N,(A), N,,(B)} for finite ordinals ti, ;3. 
Hence this generalizes the main result of [2] (cf. also Theorem 2 below). 
COROLLARY. If A and B are proper subrings qf the ring R == A -~ K, 
and ;f S(A) f 0 + A’(B), then R i.y not sivtpl. 
Proof. If R is solvable and not of prime order, then R is not simple. 
Hence we mav assume R # S(R); and to show the nonsimplicitv of R, \tz 
may furthermbre assume S(R) -= 0. Now consider the ideal I = R-. N(A) . R 
of R. Suppose I # 0, then either I is a proper ideal of R or I 1~ R. Consider 
the case I = R: The subring A’(B) of R ‘. 1$ contained in the annihilator of R: 
R . N(B) _ I . X(B) ::: R . N(A) . R . X(B) 
1 R . Y(A) (A + R) . X(B) = 0, 
by Theorem 1, and lV(B) annihilates R from the left for the same reason. 
Hence the proper subring N(B) of H is an ideal. Thus xe may assume 
I .: R rV(A) R = 0. If R . X(A) = :V(,4) . R m= 0, then A-(&3) is a proper 
(annihilating) ideal of R. So assume J =: N(A) . R #- 0. By the assumption 
I == 0, the subring J is an ideal of R. If it is not a proper ideal, it must be I?. 
But the proper subring _V(B) annihilates R in this case from both sides, 
hence N(B) is a proper ideal. Thus in all cases R is not simple. 
Remark. The author was intrigued by the following question which he 
was unable to settle: Is it true that at least one of -V(A) and X(B) is con- 
tained in S(R) (or at least in the Levitzki radical L(R)) ? 
Descending sequences of ideals seem to offer more difficulties in an analo- 
guous situation. 
Let S be a subring of the ring R, and Ict 
I, 2 I, 2 . . . 2 I, 2 . . . (1) 
be a descending chain of ideals of S. The chain (1) is said to absorb S if for 
every natural number n one has 
SIT, = 1,s = 0 mod I,, , 1 . 
The element I’ c R is said to have (I)-in&.v -3 ,Y, if for some natural numbcr- 
II the element I’ may be represented as a finite sum I’ 7 z T, ) such that each 
r, may be represented as a product r, m= pij,p: , with j, F /,, and p, , p: either 
integers or elements of R. It is evident that the elements of R having 
([)-index > 12 form an ideal of R, the ideal generated by I,, . .I generalization 
of the Hilfssatz in [2] mav now be formulated as 
THEOREIU 2. Let the ving R have tke form R = .4 i H, und let the suh- 
rings A and R each huce an ahsovhing chairs of ideals (I) and (J), respective@, 
then for every natural number n there is a natural number k(n) such that ever? 
element s E S = {I, , J1) of the form s =-- sl ... sktli, 11~s a decompositio?l 
$=U- v with u, v E S, and u qf (I)-inde.x F< n and a of (J)-index :> n. 
Remark. If one chooses for (I) and (J) the chains of \\eight ideals of =1 
and B, respectively, then the statement of the Theorem 2 is that of the 
Hilfssatz; the proof here will be virtually be the same as in [I]. 
Proof. Every element s E S either is of the form s = i -L j, i E I, , j E J1 , 
or it is a sum of products of such elements; in any case, each of these sum- 
mands either has (I)-index > 1 or it has (.I)-index 3 1. Hence for ?z 7 I 
we have k( 1) = 1. 
For n = 2 one may choose k(2) =- 4: A s s = s,sSs3sq decomposes into a 
sum of similar products, it suffices to verify the statement for any summand. 
Hence we may assume that s,, , e -= I, 2, 3, 4, is a product of elements of I, 
and of Ji . Let si have the form si ~~ i ..., i E I,; sj either has the form 
s 7 ...~j, j E J1 or sr = ‘.. i’, i’ E I,. If s does not have (I)-index 3 2 then in 
tLe second case, i’ must be preceded in s by an element of Jl . Thus in either 
case, an element j E J1 occurs at the last or at the last but one place in the 
given presentation of s. Let Y be the product of the elements occurring between 
i and j in the presentation of s (as j occurs at the third place or later in this 
presentation of s, the existence of r is assured). The element P may be decom- 
posed in R : r = rr + h, a E A, h E B. ‘I’hus s may be presented as 
5 = i(a I h)j or s -- i(a I b) ji’. 
In either case, s decomposes into the sum of two elements, one of (I)-index > 2 
and the other of (J)-index > 2, as iu t Jz and Zrj E Jz . 
Now let n 2 3 and assume that for n ~ 1 such a number k(n - 1) is 
known. Then one may choose k(n) = (n + 1) k(ti ~ 1): To prove this, 
consider 
with 
s = s1 .” Sk(,,) = 57” ... 5-r,? 
7r,. = s <‘k(n--1Pl “’ S(,,l)k(n- I)? e-0 “‘,n. 
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Ry induction hypothesis, every rx, is of the form rrxc = u, -/- v.‘, such that 
U, is of (I)-index > n - 1 and vO is of (J-index > n - 1. Every U, and v, 
splits into the sum of products of such elements. As it is sufficient to establish 
the Theorem for these summands, we may assume that s is just a product, 
hence that U, resp. v, are just products; thus nr either equals U, or v, . 
If for a pair n,. ,7~~ with j f - e j y 1 the element v<, has (I)-index 3 n - I 
and the element rrJ has (J-index .2 7z - 1, then any decomposition Y = a i- b 
of the product Y of the elements of 5’ occurring in the given presentation of s 
between the factor i E Z,-1 of r,, and the factor j E Jn-1 of nf yields a decom- 
position of s into two summands, one of (I)-index > n and the other of 
(J-index 2 II. 
As ?z > 3, we may assume that every qx, has, e.g., (I)-index 3 n ~- 1, 
but none has (J)-index 3 n - 1. Thus every n,, has the form n, = O&O: 
where (T,, u: either denote elements of S or integers, and i,. E Zr,r-l . If oy , 0: 
are elements of S, we may assume that they are just products of elements in 
I, and elements in J1 . 
Now consider any of the products ~:a,+~; if this is either an integer or a 
product of elements of Z, , it is evident that s has (I)-index > n. Thus we may 
assume that in every product uka,,, at least one element of I1 occurs, in fact, 
we may assume that ~~~~~~ begins and ends with such an element. In par- 
ticular, let j be the terminal factor of oiul . 
The following elements of S differ (additively) only by elements of 5’ that 
have (I)-index > n: 
s = w. = u& &.a ji,u; .'. 0~2~0~~ , 
Wl = u()z() . . ..j(q + b,) &a; ea. cr&u~ , 
702 = U()l" . .a. jb,(a, -t- b,) &a,‘... u&p,‘, 
W,, = uozo ... jb,b, .a. b,-2b,-li,,u~ , 
where we take a, + b, to be any decomposition in R = ,4 4 B of the partial 
product of s that begins with i, and ends with the factor preceding iell . 
The element w, of S manifestly has (J)-index 3 n. Thus we have decom- 
posed the element s in the required way, and the theorem is proved. 
Remark. Comparision of this result with the preceding Corollary suggests 
the question whether the existence of properly decending absorbing chains 
of ideals (Z) and (J) of A and B, respectively, is sufficient to force the ring 
R = d + B to be nonsimple. 
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In view of the two theorems above one may wonder whether 
(1) in a ring R of the form R = d -i- B the subring S == {L(A), I,(B): is 
locally nilpotent or, at least, nil? 
(2) the ring R = AA + B is nonsimple if d and B are proper subrings 
with L(A) -f 0 # L(B)? 
These two questions evidently also make sense if one replaces the locally 
nilpotent (Levitzki-) radical by the nil radical. 
The following theorem is a contribution1 toward an answer to question I. 
'IYHE~RE~I 3. In the riq R = A -/ B with i2 locally nilpotent, the subrins~ 
S = {A, N(B)) is locally nilpotent, and N(B) is contained in the Lerifzki 
radical L(R) of R. 
Proof. By Levitzki’s theorem (cf. [f]) one may assume that L(R) --- 0, 
i.e., there is no locally nilpotent ideal f 0 in R. The subring P == (i-1, S,(B)) 
evidently contains the ideal generated by N,(B) in R, as the ring R has the 
form R = ;2 $ B. This ideal now will be locally nilpotent if we can show 
that P’ is locally nilpotent. But this contradicts the assumption L(R) = 0 
unless X,(B) = 0, which means N(B) = 0. Thus to establish the Theorem 
it suffices to show that k’ = (A, N,(B)) is locally nilpotent. 
Let rI , ..., r, be an arbitrary finite set of elements of I/. Every one of these 
has a presentation as a sum of products of elements of rZ and of i\rl(B). So 
if we choose such a presentation for each ri, there is a finite set a, , .... (I,. 
of elements of A and a finite set z1 , ..., z,,. of elements of -VI(B) occurring 
in these presentations. As A is locally nilpotent there is a natural number II 
such that every product of at least 71 elements ai in the above finite set is 0. 
Hence, there are only finitely many--say m-products of the ai that are 
different from 0. Extend the enumeration of the elements a, , .*., a, to include 
their nonvanishing products a,,,, , ..., a,,, . By the form of R = .-I -- B, 
every element of the form ziaj has a presentation as 
xiai = fFlj + b, , (z,, E =I, Ocj E B, 1 < i < 1-6, 1 <;j < 771. (“j 
In this way one gets finitely many many Cij; these together with the aj 
generate a nilpotent subring A, of A of class c - 1, say. 
Now we show that there is a number s = s(c, n) such that every product 
of s or more of the elements a,, ..., a,:, ..., z, equals 0, hence that the 
’ Another contribution to question 1 is contained in the following theorem of a paper 
by I.N. Herstein and L. Small submitted to the Canadian Journal of Mathemarics: 
If the ring R = A + B satisfies a polynomial identity and if A and B both arc 1111 
rings, then R is locally nilponent. 
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subring R, of R generated by these elements is nilpotent of class at most 
.s - 1. A number that will do this is s = n(c + 1): 
Ley 7r be such a product. As we have to examine only the possibility that n 
might differ from 0, we may assume that in the product r any two z’s occurring 
are separated by a’s The product r has the form 
7T = z(l)a(l) . . . z(i’afi’ . . . zm)a(L), 
where each of the afi) is one of the a, , 1 < v < m, i.e., a product of at most 
II - I of the elements a, , ..., a, , except for acL’) which might be an integer; 
Now w(i) is one of the element zr , ..., z,, , except for z(r) which also might u 
he an integer. Nom by (*) we have 
z(i)a(i) = n;.,, + 6,,, for suitable integers V, I*; 
and we rename &I = cP) to indicate where this element turns up in this 
decomposition of r. Now we have 
T = z~l~,uy,-lzl + bYIL) ,&d3) . . . = z(1)au)&2)z(3) . ..) 
as b,.,,s(“) = 0. Thus, continuing this process from left to right, we get 
~ = z(l)a(1)@(2)@(3) . . . &(C)~Cc~i-l)a(C+l) . . . Z(k)a(i;) 
But as the subring il, of =1 has class c - 1, the product afl)d@) .*. Jr) = 0. 
So one has only to make sure that in this product (at least) c + 1 of the x’s 
occur (formally); this is ascertained by the choice of S. 
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